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Abstract With quick development of grid techniques and growing complexity of grid applications, it is becoming critical
for reasoning temporal properties of grid workflows to probe potential pitfalls and errors, in order to ensure reliability and
trustworthiness at the initial design phase. A state Pi calculus is proposed and implemented in this work, which not only
enables flexible abstraction and management of historical grid system events, but also facilitates modeling and temporal

verification of grid workflows. Furthermore, a relaxed region analysis (RRA) approach is proposed to decompose large
scale grid workflows into sequentially composed regions with relaxation of parallel workflow branches, and corresponding
verification strategies are also decomposed following modular verification principles. Performance evaluation results show
that the RRA approach can dramatically reduce CPU time and memory usage of formal verification
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1 Introduction

Grid computing is becoming a mainstream techno-
logy for cross-domain management and sharing of com-
putational resources[1]. Grid workflows[2], a compo-
sition of various grid services according to prospec-
tive processes, have become an important paradigm
for the problem solved in various scientific and indus-
trial domains, e.g., gravitational wave data analysis[3],
biomedical simulation[4], and banking[5].

The quick growing complexity of grid applications
and systems calls for the implementation of reliable
and trustworthy grid workflows according to specific
scientific criteria or business regulations, which has be-
come an urgent research issue. In addition to existing
grid enabling techniques, e.g., job scheduling, workflow
enactment and resource location, various grid ensuring
techniques[6], e.g., temporal reasoning[7], are gaining
more and more attention from grid community. These

techniques are devoted to guaranteeing large scale grid
workflows follow exactly requirements of domain users.

Delivering reliable web service applications us-
ing Petri-net or related techniques are fully inve-
stigated[8-10]. Quality of services under web service
configuration are discussed[11-12]. All these ensuring
techniques are used to improve the compatibility and
reliability of grid workflow applications. This work dif-
ferentiates itself from those studies as using Pi calculus-
based methods.

It has already been widely recognized that tech-
niques, like formal verification based temporal reaso-
ning[13-15], are becoming more and more important
for Web Services based systems in probing their po-
tential errors and enhancing their reliability. How
process algebras can be applied to model and rea-
son the choreography of web services is discussed in
[16]. Regarding grid system formalization, the Ab-
stract State Machine-based formalism is applied in [17]
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to distinguish grid features from traditional distributed
systems. Other areas that this method could be used
include software reuse and compatibility checking[18]

and scale-free web service composition or decomposi-
tion applications[19].

Pi calculus was first proposed by R. Milner for its
intrinsic combinability and mobility together with its
natural description for open communication system[20].
This method is now accepted for its sound theoretical
system and widely used in formal modeling, verification
and validation. State Pi calculus, an extension of Pi cal-
culus, is implemented in this work to further strengthen
its capability to manage the life-cycle of system states.
The proposed calculus not only enables the flexible ab-
straction and management of historical system events,
but also facilitates the modeling and verification of grid
service-based workflows.

While there are previous attempts in the study of
grid verification techniques, the performance for veri-
fication itself is still a bottleneck for probing all po-
tential pitfalls and errors in grid workflows. Especially
for large scale and dynamically evolving scientific work-
flows, implementation of such formal verification pro-
cesses have to be of low overhead in terms of verifica-
tion time and memory demand to be applicable in real
world grid environments. Performance improvement
is also focused in this work. A relaxed region analy-
sis (RRA) approach is proposed to divide-and-conquer
global verification of a very large scale scientific work-
flow in LIGO (Laser Interferometer gravitational wave
observatory) applications into local verifications on its
sub grid workflow models.

Decomposition is a common technique used for
handling complex systems in order to exponen-
tially decrease system dimensions for overhead reduc-
tion. While application-specific decomposition strate-
gies have been investigated in [21] for carrying out com-
putational tasks in grid environments, our work is ad-
dressing a more general decomposition approach for
grid workflows by studying their local and global pro-
cess structures. Also we focus on how the correctness
of a grid workflow, instead of the grid infrastructure
itself, can be efficiently fulfilled. The RRA approach
further studies how formal verification is decomposed
with the decomposition of grid workflow to form a com-
plete region analysis method. Besides, it also allows
the relaxation of parallel branches in grid workflows
to achieve better decomposition results and verification
performance.

The approach is implemented using a Pi calculus-
based formal modeling and verification environment for
grid workflows with NuSMV2[22] as its engine. Three
concrete application scenarios from gravitational wave
data analysis[23] are provided, which are currently the

most classic grid-enabled scientific applications in the
United States. While the complexity of a grid work-
flow grows exponentially when the number of its in-
volving services and their interdependencies increases,
the RRA approach can dramatically reduce overhead
such as CPU time and memory usage of formal verifi-
cation processes, as illustrated by the quantitative per-
formance results included in this work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the state Pi calculus and corresponding for-
malism of different structures are introduced. Section
3 provides detailed information on grid workflow mode-
ling and the concept of standard regions. Correspond-
ing verification decomposition is described in Section
4. The RRA approach is proposed in Section 5 and
the implementation of RRA with performance evalu-
ation results are investigated in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 State Pi Calculus and Formalism

2.1 State Pi Calculus

State Pi calculus, as an extension to the original
formalism framework of Pi Calculus, has three main
features.

1) Utilize historical information to restrain and ana-
lyze process evolution.

2) Provide flexible abstraction of activities and com-
munications in processes via administration of status
proposition.

3) March general principles in WSDL to extend web
services.

It is defined as follows:

P ::=
n∑

i=1

αi{StateExp} · Pi|(newx)P |!P |

P |Q|φP |A(y1, . . . , yn)|0,

αi{StateExp} ::= x̄〈y〉{StateExp}|x(ȳ){StateExp}|

τ{StateExp},

φ ::= [x = y]|eval(Prop, valueset)|φ ∧ φ,

StateExp ::= (StateOp, S)|StateExp,StateExp,

StateOp ::= + | − | + +| − −,

S ::= (iden , trueset),

iden ::= x|iden .iden .

The fundamental concept of state Pi calculus is
the name, which is used to express atomic interac-
tive action in a system. A system in state Pi calcu-
lus evolves through the operators, including composi-
tion “|”, choice “+”, guard “.”, match “[]”, restriction
“new” and replication “!”. Every operator implements
one kind of the relation ℜ: SysState × StateOp ×S →
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SysState, which is strictly defined in StateExp. The
current system state SysState together with the state
object (StateOp and S) evolve into a new system state
SysState. All the states related implementations are
new in this new method.

1) Output Action (x̄〈ỹ〉{StateExp}.P ): output ỹ
through x̄ with system behaviors evolving into P and
the system state evolved into a new state based on the
predefined expression in StateExp. For example, in a
communication system, x̄ can be viewed as an output
port and ỹ the output data, StateExp is the correspond-
ing transition of the states.

2) Input Action (x(ỹ){StateExp}.P ): input ỹ through x

with system behaviors evolving into P and the system
state evolved into a new state.

3) Silent Action (τ{StateExp}.P ): the system beha-
vior evolves into P with internal actions instead of in-
teractions with the environment and the system state
evolved into a new state.

4) Composition (P |Q): processes P and Q are inde-
pendent, or synchronize with each other via an identical
port.

5) Choice (P +Q): unpredictable execution of P or
Q.

6) March ([x = y]P ): if x matches y, the system
behavior evolves into P ; otherwise no actions happen.

7) Restriction ((new x)P ): x is a new name within
the process P .

8) Replication (!P ): an infinite composition of
process P .

2.2 Formalism of Activities and Control

Structures

In this subsection, BPEL4WS (business process exe-
cution language for web services) is considered as an ex-
ample to describe how state Pi calculus can be used for
formal representation of workflow activities and control
structures.

Four basic activities from BPEL4WS, Receive, Send,
Invoke and Assign, can be defined as follows using state
Pi calculus.

Receive(start , port2, set , done =def start{++,

{msgPort , {port2}}}.port2(v : t){−−,

{msgPort , {port2}}}.set〈v : t〉.done,

Reply(start , get , port1, done) =def start .get(v : t).

port1〈v : t〉.done ,

Invoke(start , get , port1, port2, done)

=def start .get(v : t).port1〈v : t〉.port2(s).done ,

Assign(start , get1, set2, done)

=def start .get1(v : t).set2〈v : t〉.done,

Empty(start , done) =def start .done,

VarV =def VarV0
(set , get),

VarV0
(set , get) =def set(x1 : t){++,

{V.bSize, {x1}}}.VarV1
(set , get , x1),

VarV1
(set , get , x1) =def set(x2 : t2){++,

{V.bSize, {x2}}}.VarV2
(set , get , x1, x2)+

get〈x1 : t1〉{−−, {V.bSize, {x1}}}.VarV0
(set , get)

· · ·

VarVn
(set , get , x1, . . . , xn) =def get〈xn : tn〉{−−,

{V.bSize, {xn}}}.VarVn−1
(set , get , x1, . . . , xn−1).

The formalism of six control structures in BPEL4WS,
Sequence, While, Flow, Switch, Pick and Link, is de-
scribed as follows.

1) Formalism of the Sequence Structure. The Se-
quence structure defines sequential relations among exe-
cutions in a grid workflow:

Sequence(fnd(Act1), fns(Act2 )) =def Act1;Act2

=def(new startAct2)({startAct2 |doneAct1}Act1|Act2).

2) Formalism of the While Structure. The While
structure defines repeat invocation of one service or
a group of services in a grid workflow under certain
conditions:

While(fnsd (Act), startwhile , donewhile)

=defnew startActdoneAct

(startwhile .([eval (C, {t})](startAct |Act |doneAct .

(startwhile |While)) + [eval (C, {f})]donewhile)).

3) Formalism of the Flow Structure. The Flow struc-
ture defines synchronization of parallel execution, com-
pletion among service activities and structures in a grid
workflow:

Flow (fnsd (Act1), . . . , fnsd (Actm), startFlow , doneFlow )

=def (new startAct1 . . . startActm
doneAct1 . . .

doneActm
ack ack ′)

(startFlow .Starter |Act1| . . . |Actm|Acker |ack ′.

doneFlow ),

Starter(startAct1 , . . . , startActm
)

=def startAct1 | . . . |startActm

Acker(doneAct1 , . . . , doneActm
, ack , ack ′)

=def doneAct1ack | · · · |doneActm
.ack | ack . . . ack

︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

ack ′.

4) Formalism of the Switch Structure. The Switch
structure defines one conditional choice in a grid
workflow:
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Switch(fnsd(Act1), fnsd (Act2), startSwitch , doneSwitch )

=def (new startAct1startAct2doneAct1doneAct2)

(startSwitch .([eval (C1, {t})]startAct1{(++,

{Branch, {Act1}})}|Act1|doneAct1 .doneSwitch +

[eval(C1, {f}) ∧ eval (C2, {t})]startAct2{(++,

{Branch, {Act2}})}|Act2|doneAct2 .doneSwitch )).

5) Formalism of the Pick Structure. The Pick struc-
ture defines execution selection among different services
and structures in a grid workflow based on message
triggers:

Pick (fnsd (Act1), fnsd (Act2), portp1, portp2, timeout ,

startPick , donePick )

=def (new startAct1startAct2doneAct1doneAct2)

(startPick .(portp1{++, {msgPort1, {portp1}}}.

startAct1{(++, {Event, {Act1}}), (−−,

{msgPort1, {portp1}})}|Act1|doneAct1 .

donePick+

portp2{++, {msgPort2, {portp2}}}.

startAct2{(++, {Event, {Act2}}), (−−,

{msgPort2, {portp2}})}|Act2|doneAct2 .

donePick )+

timeout{(++, {Event, {Timeout}})}.donePick ).

6) Formalism of the Link Structure. The Link struc-
ture imposes synchronization constraints on activities
in a grid workflow. Each Link has a source and a tar-
get activity, which restricts that the target activity can
only be executed after the source activity is done.

Link i(done in ,neg in , ack ,nack)

=defEvalTransCondition i(done in ,neg in , ack ,nack

=defdone in .ack + neg in .nack , i = 1, . . . , n,

Links(done in ,neg in , done links , deathpath)

=def(new ack nack )(Link1| · · ·

|Linkn| ack .(. . . .(ack
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

.done links +

nack .deathpath) · · · + nack .deathpath)),

ActWithLinks(freeN )

=defstart .(done links .new t f(evaljoin〈t, f〉.

(t.(new startAct doneAct)(startAct |Act |

doneAct .done.Πdoneout)+

f{++, {Exception, {Act}}}.

throw〈joinfailure〉)) + deathpath .Πnegout )

freeN =def {start , done, done links , doneout ,negout ,

deathpath , evaljoin , fault , joinfailure , fnsd(Act)}.

3 Grid Workflows and Standard Regions

3.1 Preliminary Constraints

Considering that there are various grid workflow
specification languages, common notations used in this
paper are provided in Fig.1 to visually represent a grid
workflow model. Modeling elements in Fig.1 cover as
many existing workflow languages (e.g., BPEL4WS) as
possible.

To prevent possible construction of unstructured
grid workflows, syntactical constraints are defined as
a unified basis for our region analysis, which is con-
cluded from soundness criteria (no deadlocks and no
multiple service activity instances on the same service
activity)[24].

Constraint 1. We refer a Srv&Ctrl node to a Grid
Service Activity, Subflow or Control node and refer a
SrvFlow node to a Srv&Ctrl or Data Service node.

Constraint 2. Each grid workflow has exactly one
explicit Begin node and End node (which will be later
relaxed in our RRA approach).

Constraint 3. Every Srv&Ctrl node must be syn-
tactically reachable from the Begin node and can reach
the End node by transitions (i.e., no dangling grid ser-
vice activity, subflow, or control nodes).

Constraint 4. Each transition has exactly one
source/target Srv&Ctrl node. Each data channel has at

Fig.1. Notations. (a) Visual notations of grid workflow elements. (b) Annotation shortcuts for grid workflow controls.
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most one source/target SrvFlow node (with one of them
must be a data service Node). Therefore, a Data Chan-
nel is called fluent if and only if (IFF) its source/target
Data Service node is reachable from the Begin node or
can reach the End node.

Constraint 5. Multiple inputs and outputs are al-
lowed for a Grid Service Activity and Control node.
Their equivalent semantics are illustrated in Fig.1(b).

Constraint 6. Arbitrary cycles are allowed as long
as no unstructured workflow models are caused.

Fig.2 illustrates an example gravitational wave data
analysis workflow SF1 based on visual notations pro-
vided in Fig.1.

3.2 Standard Regions

The most common temporal relations in formal
verification is the combinations of “what will eventu-
ally/always happen in the future” and “something will
hold until an event is received”. Therefore the idea is
to encapsulate a grid workflow into separate sub work-
flows such that important relations can be directly im-
plied between them. Consequently, instead of global
reasoning of the whole workflow, which is quite costly,
it can be equivalent to locally investigate behaviors of
sub workflows.

Denote N1 → N2 → · · · → Nm to be a directed path
from node N1 to Nm in a grid workflow. Note that by
N1 → N2, it only means that N1 and N2 are syntac-
tically connected by transitions or data channels and
N2/N1 is the target/source of the transition or data
channel. Consequently the structural information of
a workflow is our primary concern in the definition of
regions.

Definition 1 (Region). Two Srv&Ctrl nodes or
Begin/End nodes Nhead and Ntail form a region in
a grid workflow Γ, denoted by {Nhead , Ntail}, IFF: 1)
6 ∃Nhead → N1 → · · · → Nm → End where End is the
End node of Γ , and Ni! = Ntail (i = 1, . . . ,m); 2) 6 ∃
Begin → N1 → · · · → Nm → Ntail , where Begin is the
Begin node of Γ , and Ni! = Nhead (i = 1, . . . ,m).

More intuitively, a region {Nhead , Ntail} specifies a
structure in which node Nhead will always reachNtail in
order for it to reach the End node in Γ (and vice versa).
For example, in Fig.2, {TrigBank H2 3, thIncall L1H2}

is a region while {sInca L1H1, thIncall L1H2} is not.
The whole grid workflow Γ itself also forms a region. A
node N ′ is thus said to be within a region {N1, N2}
(denote by N ′ ⊂ {N1, N2}) if there exists a path
N1 → · · · → N ′ → · · · → N2. The definition of re-
gion preserves the following property.

Proposition 1. If {N1, N2} and {N2, N3} are two
regions in Γ where N1, N2, N3 are uniquely identified
nodes, {N1, N3} also forms a region in Γ .

To well control the number of regions that can be
identified in a grid workflow and to make them cover
the whole grid workflow, it is required to further define
a standard granularity for regions.

Definition 2 (Maximized Region). Two Srv&Ctrl
nodes or Begin/End nodes Nhead and Ntail form a
maximized region in a grid workflow Γ, IFF ∀ Begin
→ N1 → · · · → Nm → End where Begin, End are the
Begin node and the End node of Γ , Nhead and Ntail are
contained in the path and Nhead 6= Ntail .

It can be seen from the definition that a maximized
region is also a region, and thus satisfies Proposition 1.

Definition 3 (Decomposition). A maximized re-
gion {N1, N2} in Γ is said to be decomposable IFF:
1) there are more than one path N1 → · · · → N2

s.t. N1 can reach N2 in Γ and ∃N ′ ⊂ {N1, N2}, s.t.
{N1, N

′} or {N ′, N2} is a maximized region; or 2) there
is only one path N1 → · · · → N ′ → · · · → N2 s.t.
N1 can reach N2 in Γ and for any N0 → N1 and
N2 → N3, either {N0, N2}, {N1, N3} or {N0, N3} is
a maximized region. Moreover, for nodes N ′

1, . . . , N
′
m

within region {N1, N2}, the set of maximized regions
{{N ′, N ′′}|{N ′, N ′′} = {N1, N

′
1} or {N ′

1, N
′
2} or . . .

or {N ′
m, N2}} is said to be a total decomposition of

{N1, N2} IFF all {N ′, N ′′}s are maximized regions and
are not further decomposable.

Definition 4 (Standard Region). A maximized re-
gion {N1, N2} in Γ is a standard region IFF {N1, N2}
belongs to the total decomposition of Γ .

Since Γ itself also forms a maximized region, Defini-
tions 2 and 3 imply that a standard region will al-
ways exist for Γ (in the worst case the only standard
region will be Γ itself). For example in Fig.2, while
{TrigBank H2 3, thIncall L1H2} is a region, it is nei-
ther a maximized region nor a standard region.

Fig.2. Gravitational wave data analysis — case study 1 (SF1).
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However, {Begin, Inspiral} is a standard region for
Γ . As the following proposition states, standard regions
enjoy important sequential relations between each other
that can be used for verification decomposition.

Proposition 2. For any two different standard re-
gions {N ′

1, N
′
2} and {N ′′

1 , N
′′
2 } in Γ , one of the following

two temporal relations can be held:
1) Any Srv&Ctrl node N ′′ in {N ′′

1 , N
′′
2 } (including

N ′′
1 and N ′′

2 ) is preceded by any Srv&Ctrl node N ′ in
{N ′

1, N
′
2} (including N ′

1 and N ′
2), in that N ′ → · · · →

N ′′ always exists with zero or multiple transitions/data
channels in all paths in Γ ;

2) Any Srv&Ctrl node N ′ in {N ′
1, N

′
2} (including N ′

1

and N ′
2) is preceded by any Srv&Ctrl node N ′′ in {N ′′

1 ,
N ′′

2 } (including N ′′
1 and N ′

2), in that N ′′ → · · · → N ′

always exists with 0 or multiple transitions/data chan-
nels in all paths in Γ .

The proposition indicates that strict precedence rela-
tions are preserved between standard regions. Ac-
cordingly the corresponding algorithm (TotalDecompo-
sition) for decomposing a grid workflow into its stan-
dard regions is also implemented in this work. Fig.2
also shows the result of standard regions in the given
case study of gravitational wave data analysis.

4 Verification Decomposition based on

Standard Regions

Apart from the decomposition of grid workflows,
the decomposition of corresponding formal verification
strategies are also developed, which include:

1) how to exploit the properties of a standard region
into its verification;

2) how to exploit local verification of a standard re-
gion into verification of other standard regions;

3) how to deduct the global verification result based
on local verification of standard regions.

Above issues can be actually transformed into a
special modular model checking problem[25]. As we
know, the idea of formal verification is to find all states
{s ∈ M |M , s |= f}, where M is the state model[13]

(e.g., kripke structure, automata, etc.) of the target
system to be verified and f is the desired property. It
is said that M satisfies f (i.e., M |= f) if the set of
states s is not empty. A modular model checking tries
to deduct the formal verification procedure in the fol-
lowing form:

〈TRUE 〉M〈ϕ〉 〈ϕ〉M ′〈ψ〉

〈TRUE 〉M |M ′〈ψ〉
. (1)

The deduction tries to prove that if model M
satisfies property ϕ (〈TRUE 〉M〈ϕ〉) and model M ′

satisfies property ψ under the assumption that its
environment satisfies property ϕ (〈ϕ〉M ′〈ψ〉), the

parallel composition of (M |M ′) will satisfy property
(〈TRUE 〉M |M ′〈ψ〉). An essential procedure in the
above deduction is how to define and implement
〈ϕ〉M ′〈ψ〉 such that the deduction will hold true. Con-
sequently, our decomposition strategy of verifications
based on standard regions follows the idea below: given
the total decomposition {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} of a grid
workflow Γ where Mi = {Ni, Ni+1}, Ni, Ni+1 ∈ Γ ,
the verification of a desired property ψ is carried out
on Mn, . . . ,M1 separately, whereas the verification of
Mi against ψ will be based on the satisfaction of
Mi+1; . . . ;Mn against ψ such that the satisfaction of
the complete workflow Γ against ψ can be eventually
deducted.

〈TRUE 〉Mi+1; · · · ;Mn〈ψi+1〉 〈ψi+1〉Mi〈ψi〉

〈TRUE 〉Mi;Mi+1; · · · ;Mn〈ψi〉
. (2)

Here we have 1 6 i 6 n − 1 and M ; M ′ indicates
the sequential composition of the identified standard
regions since sequential relations are preserved among
standard regions. The following takes LTL-X (a popu-
lar temporal logic with universal path qualifiers and no
next operators)[13] as the target for the implementation
of 〈ϕ〉M ′〈ψ〉 (i.e., both ϕ and ψ are specified in LTL-
X). LTL-X is an intuitive and shuttering closed logic
with wide formal verification tool support. Since an
important theoretical foundation is that LTL-X formu-
lae can be transformed to equivalent generalized büchi
automaton[13], 〈ϕ〉M ′〈ψ〉 can be obtained by verifying
Trans(ϕ)|M ′ |= ψ, where Trans(ϕ) indicates the equiv-
alent automata for ϕ. However in this work, the sequen-
tial nature of standard regions enables us to further
avoid the cost for automata composition. The follow-
ing provides the implementation of 〈ϕ〉M ′〈ψ〉 based on
the semantics of LTL-X formulae on system states and
paths.

Definition 5 (Association States). Given the to-
tal decomposition {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} of a grid work-
flow Γ where Mi = {Ni, Ni+1}, Ni, Ni+1 ∈ Γ, de-
note TransSys(Γ ,Φ) to be the automata for Γ under
the given initial state set of Φ. Since Mi and Mi+1

share the service node Ni+1, the set of association states
Im(Mi,Mi+1,Γ ) is the states when Mi;Mi; . . . ;Mn

transits to the process of Mi+1;Mi+2; · · · ;Mn.
The association states literally indicate the region

initial states for the previous local verification

(〈TRUE 〉Mi+1;Mi+2; · · · ;Mn〈ψi+1〉)

and the region ending states for the current local veri-
fication (〈ψi+1〉Mi〈ψi〉) in the deduction procedure (3).

Definition 6 (Region Initial/Ending States).
Given the total decomposition {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} of
a grid workflow Γ where Mi = {Ni, Ni+1}, Ni,
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Ni+1 ∈ Γ, the region ending states for Mi (E(Mi))
and the region initial states for Mi+1;Mi+2; · · · ;Mn

(S(Mi+1;Mi+2; · · · ;Mn)) are both Im(Mi,Mi+1,Γ ).
Lemma 1. ∀ state si ∈ Trans(Mi, S(Mi; . . . ;Mn))

and si+1 ∈ Trans(Mi+1, S(Mi+1; . . . ;Mn)), if si =
si+1, then si, si+1 ∈ Im(Mi,Mi+1,Γ ).

The lemma states that in the total decomposition of
Γ , the only shared states of the corresponding automata
for standard regions Mi and Mi+1 are their association
states. This implies that no states in one standard re-
gion will loop back to states in another standard region,
which is a direct result of Definition 3 and Constraint 6.

Proposition 3. Given the total decomposition
{M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} of grid workflow Γ, the desired for-
mula Ψ and all of its sub-formulae ϕ ∈ sub(Ψ), based
on the result that

Trans(Mi+1;Mi+2; . . . ;Mn, S(Mi+1; . . . ;Mn)) |= ϕ

(i.e., 〈TRUE 〉Mi+1;Mi+2; . . . ;Mn〈ϕ〉), it can be de-
duced that

〈TRUE 〉Mi;Mi+1;Mi+2; . . . ;Mn〈ϕ〉

also holds if:
• If ϕ = p where p is an atomic Boolean proposition,

〈ϕ〉Mi〈p〉 holds IFF Mi, S(Mi; . . . ;Mn) |= p;
• If ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, 〈ϕ〉Mi〈ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2〉 holds IFF Mi,

S(Mi; . . . ;Mn) |= ϕ1 or Mi, S(Mi; . . . ;Mn) |= ϕ2;
• If ϕ = ¬ϕ1, 〈ϕ〉Mi〈¬ϕ1〉 holds IFF Mi,

S(Mi; . . . ;Mn) 6|= ϕ1;
• If ϕ = ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2, 〈ϕ〉Mi〈ϕ1Uϕ2〉 holds IFF for

any state sequence starting from S(Mi; . . . ;Mn): π =
S(Mi; . . . ;Mn), σ1, σ2, . . . , σk, it has:

◦ ∃i ∈ N+, s.t. σi ∈ π and σi ∈ S(Mi+1; . . . ;Mn),
(Mi+1; . . . ;Mn, σi) |= ϕ1Uϕ2. ∀ infinite state se-
quence π′ ∈ Trans(ϕ1Uϕ2) = σ0, σ1, σ2, . . ., for
each such σi and π′′ = S(Mi; . . . ;Mn), σ1, . . . , σi,
σ1, σ2 . . . , (Mi, π

′′) |= ϕ1Uϕ2 holds true; otherwise:
◦ (Mi, π

∗) |= ϕ1Uϕ2, where π∗ = S(Mi; . . . ;Mn),
σ1, σ2, . . . , σk, . . .;

• If ϕ = Gϕ1, 〈ϕ〉Mi〈Gϕ1〉 holds IFF for any
state sequence starting from S(Mi; . . . ;Mn): π =
S(Mi; . . . ;Mn), σ1, σ2, . . . , σk, it has:

◦ ∃i ∈ N+, s.t. σi ∈ π and σi ∈ S(Mi+1; . . . ;Mn),
(Mi+1; . . . ;Mn, σi) |= Gϕ1. ∀ infinite state sequence
π′ ∈ Trans(ϕ1Uϕ2) = σ0, σ1, σ2, . . . , for each such
σi and π′′ = S(Mi; . . . ;Mn), σ1, . . . , σi, σ1, σ2, . . .,
(Mi, π

′′) |= Gϕ1 holds true; otherwise:
◦ (Mi, π

∗) |= Gϕ1, where π∗ = S(Mi; . . . ;Mn),
σ1, σ2, . . . σk, . . .;

• If ϕ = ϕ1Wϕ2, 〈ϕ〉Mi〈ϕ1Wϕ2〉 holds IFF
〈ϕ〉Mi〈Gϕ1 ∨ (ϕ1Uϕ2)〉;

• If ϕ = ϕ1Rϕ2, 〈ϕ〉Mi〈ϕ1Rϕ2〉 holds IFF
〈ϕ〉Mi〈Gϕ2 ∨ (ϕ2U(ϕ ∧ ϕ1))〉1;

• If ϕ = F ϕ1, 〈ϕ〉Mi〈Fϕ1〉 holds IFF 〈ϕ〉Mi

〈TRUE Uϕ1)〉.
Proposition 3 implies an important decomposi-

tion strategy for formal verification based on stan-
dard regions. That is, given a standard region
Mi in a grid workflow Γ , the desired LTL-X for-
mula Ψ and its sub formulae ϕ ∈ sub(Ψ), if
〈TRUE 〉Mi+1;Mi+2; . . . ;Mn〈ϕ〉 holds, we can deduct
the satisfaction of 〈TRUE 〉Mi;Mi+1;Mi+2; . . . ;Mn〈ϕ〉
by investigating whether (Trans(Mi, S(Mi; . . . ;Mn));
Trans(ϕ)), S(Mi; . . . ;Mn) |= ϕ holds. Here “;”
represents the sequential composition of Trans(Mi,
S(Mi; . . . ;Mn)) and Trans(ϕ) in order to construct the
paths of S(Mi; . . . ;Mn), σ1, . . . , σi, σ

1, σ2, . . ..

5 Grid Workflow Decomposition Using

Relaxed Region Analysis

In above sections, a complete method for formal veri-
fication of grid workflows by decomposing both the
workflow and the corresponding verification strategy
is formulated. However, one deficiency of the above
workflow decomposition is that it has imposed strong
constraints (see Section 2) on grid workflow struc-
ture analysis, which sometimes limits the improvement
of the verification performance because the identified
standard regions are not small enough. For example, in
the decomposition result in Fig.2, the identified stan-
dard region {Inspiral L1, End} can be still considered
as a complex sub workflow compared to the complete
grid workflow.

It is found that one of the key factors in decompos-
ing the verification of a grid workflow Γ is to assure
that

TransSys(Mi, S(Mi; . . . ;Mn))⊇ S(Mi+1;Mi+2; . . . ;Mn)

s.t. the sequential composition of Mi; . . . ;Mn will not
loose complete behaviors in the original grid workflow.
Under this condition, it is inspired to relax Constraint 2
in Subsection 3.1 to allow multiple End nodes in Γ such
that potential parallel branches can also be discovered
in addition to the sequential standard regions.

Relaxation of Constraint 2. Each grid workflow
has exactly one explicit Begin node and can be relaxed
to allow multiple End nodes. New End nodes after re-
lation are named secondary end nodes (VEnd ).

For a standard region, denote Mi/(N1 → · · · → Nm)
(Nj ∈ Mi, j = 1, . . . ,m) as the operation of removing
a branch in Γ with corresponding grid workflow nodes,
transitions and data channels. It is then expected to
find more potential standard regions in a grid work-
flow by temporarily removing a selected branch, and to
make the verification decomposition result still work in
this relaxed context.
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Definition 7 (Parallel Branch). In the total de-
composition {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} of a grid workflow Γ,
a connected path CP = N1 →∗ N2 → · · · → VEnd

in Mn is called a parallel branch, IFF: 1) →∗ is a
transition with no condition; 2) in the total decompo-
sition {M ′

1,M
′
2, . . . ,M

′
m} of Mn/(N2 → · · · → VEnd ),

if N1 ∈ M ′
i (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m), ∀i < j 6 m, 6 ∃ path

Nj1 → · · · → Njk in Mj, s.t. ∃Njk ∈ N2 → · · · →
VEnd ; 3) 6 ∃ other path N0 →∗ N1 → N2 → · · · → VEnd

in M ′
i s.t. it also satisfies 2).

The above definition of a parallel branch CP =
N1 →∗ N2 → · · · → VEnd indicates a path that ends
with VEnd , such that a parallel composition relation
holds between grid service nodes in N2 → · · · → VEnd

and new discovered standard regions after node N1

(i.e., there are no control/data constraints in service
execution among them). In the total decomposition
{M ′

1,M
′
2, . . . ,M

′
m} of Mn/(N2 → · · · → VEnd ), if

N1 ∈ M ′
i , it is called that the parallel branch CP be-

longs to M ′
i , denoted by M ′

i(CP). {M1,M2, . . . ,M
′
1,

M ′
2, . . . ,M

′
i(CP), . . . ,M ′

m} is therefore called the re-
laxed total decomposition after the relaxation of CP =
N1 → N2 → · · · → VEnd for grid workflow Γ .

Denote CP
′ = N2 → · · · → VEnd , because

CP
′ forms a parallel relation with all the rest

standard regions (M ′
i+1, . . . ,M

′
m) when M ′

i(CP), we
have Trans((M ′

k, . . . ,M
′
m|CP

′)) ⊇ Trans((M ′
k+1, . . .,

M ′
m|CP

′)) for any i 6 k < m under the same initial
state Init. Therefore the verification under relaxed re-
gion analysis can also reuse the results in Section 4.
The whole deduction procedure includes four steps, as
shown in (3)







〈TRUE〉(M ′

j+1; . . . ;M
′

m)|CP
′〈ψ′

j+1〉〈ψ
′

j+1〉M
′

j |CP
′〈ψ′

j〉

〈TRUE〉(M ′

j ;M
′

j+1; . . . ;M
′
m)|CP〈ψi〉

,

if i < j 6 m,

〈TRUE〉(M ′

i+1; . . . ;M
′

m)CP
′〈ψ′

i+1〉〈ψi+1〉M
′

i(CP
′)〈ψ′

i〉

〈TRUE〉(M ′

i ;M
′

i+1; . . . ;M
′

m)|CP
′〈ψi〉

,

〈TRUE〉M ′

l+1; . . . ;M
′

m〈ψ′

l+1〉 〈ψ
′

l+1〉M
′

l 〈ψ
′

l〉

〈TRUE〉M ′

l ;M
′

l+1
; . . . ;M ′

m〈ψl〉
,

if 1 6 l 6 i− 1,

〈TRUE〉Mk+1; . . . ;Mn−1;M
′

1; . . . ;M
′

m〈ψk+1〉〈ψk+1〉Mk〈ψk〉

〈TRUE〉Mk;Mk+1; . . . ;Mn−1;M ′

1; . . . ;M
′
m〈ψk〉

,

if 1 6 k 6 n.
(3)

The former two in (3) represent the cases of stan-
dard regions with consideration of parallel branches,
while the latter two are used to deal with normal sit-
uations described in Section 4. The RRA flowchart is
illustrated in Fig.3, which is based on the TotalDecom-
position algorithm.

Fig.3. RRA flow chart.

In the gravitational wave workflow SF1, since
sInca L1H1 →∗ TrigBank H2 3 → InspVeto → thIn-
call L1H2 → VEnd is a parallel branch, the origi-
nal standard region {Inspiral L1, End} can be fur-
ther decomposed into two smaller regions, {Inspiral L1,
thInca L1H1} and {thInca L1H1, End}, based on the
RRA approach as described in Fig.4.

6 System Implementation and Performance

Evaluation

6.1 GridPiAnalyzer

State Pi calculus is used in our experiments for grid
workflow modeling. The RRA approach with the veri-
fication strategy in Section 3 and Section 4 is imple-
mented in our GridPiAnalyzer to further improve its
performance in reasoning grid workflows. GridPiAna-
lyzer is an automatic analyzer designed for ensuring
reliability of grid workflow based on its Pi calculus for-
malism and verification.

GridPiAnalyzer accepts target grid workflow scripts,
e.g., DAG specifications, BPEL4WS and the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) 2.0 activity diagrams. It
automatically transforms grid workflow specifications
into the process algebra of state Pi calculus and deduces
the result into labeled transition systems according to
the operational semantics of state Pi calculus. A visual
environment is provided for specifying required tem-
poral properties on grid workflows using LTL (Linear
Temporal Logic). These formulae, together with the
transition system, are accepted to perform the formal
verification.
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Fig.4. Relaxed region decomposition for SF1. (a) R11: standard region 1. (b) R12: standard region 2. (c) R13: standard region 3 with

the parallel branch to be considered.

GridPiAnalyzer is further extended with the
capability of our RRA approach for performance im-
provement. A new component is developed to decom-
pose grid workflows into standard regions with paral-
lel branches based on the procedure described in Fig.3.
The formal verification is then recursively performed on
each standard region instead of the whole grid workflow.

6.2 Case Studies

Let take our scenarios of gravitational wave data
analysis as case studies. Along with the relatively sim-
ple workflow SF1 introduced in Fig.2, two more com-
plex ones SF2 and SF3 are also given in Figs. 5 and 6.
We only focus on the temporal properties verifications
on the grid scientific workflows, thus the detail of its
functionalities are not introduced here, which could be
referred to [3].

Corresponding relaxed standard regions are decom-
posed in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

• p1: the necessary successor operations after tem-
plate bank generation;

• p2: the constraints on working status of laser in-
terferometers;

• p3: the completeness of incidental analysis;

• p4: the precondition of final incidental analysis.

Correspondingly the LTL-X formulae of these pro-
perties for each grid workflow are formulated in Table
1. These properties are required to be verified for all
these three case studies.

6.3 Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, the proposed RRA approach is
applied in formal verification of grid workflows and its
performance is compared with several well-known veri-
fication methods[22]. These include the Symbolic Model
Checking Algorithm (SMCA), SMCA with Cone of In-
fluence (COI), SMCA with dynamic re-ordering of BDD
(Binary Decision Diagram) variables (Dynamic), and
Bounded Model Checking algorithm (BMC(k), where
k is the setting of its length). All experiments are car-
ried out using a machine with a Pentium IV 1.73GHz
mobile CPU, 2.0GB RAM, the Windows operating sys-
tem and Eclipse development platform.

Performance evaluation results are illustrated in
Figs. 9 and 10 in terms of verification time and peak
memory usage, respectively.

The upper limit of verification time is 750 s for
a complete grid workflow and 600 s for standard re-
gions. The minimum considered peak memory usage is
10Mb during grid workflow verification. Among legends
in Figs. 9 and 10, SMCA′ indicates the time/memory
usage for the model initialization with the SMCA me-
thod. SF1, SF2, and SF3 represent the three case stud-
ies illustrated in Figs. 2, 5 and 6, respectively. Rij in-
dicates the verification on the i-th identified standard
region in SF j . RRA indicates the verification result us-
ing the proposed approach. For a specific property p,
the total verification time of RRA(tp) is computed as
follows: tp =

∑n

i=1tp(Ri) where tp(Ri) is the verification
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Fig.5. Gravitational wave data analysis – case study 2 (SF2).

Fig.6. Gravitational wave data analysis – case study 3 (SF3).

time for p on the i-th region in a grid workflow; the
peak memory usage of RRA(mp) is computed as: mp =
Max (mp(Ri)) where mp(Ri) is the peak memory usage
for p on the i-th region in a grid workflow. The pur-
pose of the additional Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) is to further

zoom in the performance comparison with RRA and
pure SMCA/COI approach in Fig.9(c).

From the results included in Figs. 9 and 10, it can be
found that due to the complexity of the grid workflow
SF2 and SF3 (which contains 2ˆ14.5 and 2ˆ15.4
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Fig.7. Relaxed region decomposition for SF2. (a) R21: standard region 1. (b) R22: standard region 2 with the considered parallel

branch.

Fig.8. Relaxed region decomposition for SF3. (a) R31: standard region 1. (b) R32: standard region 2.
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Table 1. Formulae of Properties Against SF1, SF2 and SF3

Prop. Name Rarget SF Formulae for the Desired Property

p11 SF1/SF3 G (TmpltBank H1 → ((F TrigBank H1)&(F Inspiral H1)))

p12 SF1/SF3 G (TmpltBank H2 → ((F TrigBank H2)&(F Inspiral H2)))

p1 SF2 G (TmpltBank L1 → ((F TrigBank H1)&(F Inspiral H1)))

p2 SF1/SF2 G ((InitData H1H2) → (¬Inspiral H2U thInca L1H1))

SF3 G ((InitData H1H2) → (¬Inspiral H2U thInca L1H1H2))

p3 SF1/SF2 ((F sInca L1H1 ∧ (¬thIncall L1H1U sInca L1H1))∨

(F thInca L1H1 ∧ (¬thIncall L1H1U thInca L1H1))) ∧ F thIncall L1H1

SF3 ((F sInca L1 ∧ (¬thIncall L1H1H2 U sInca L1)∧

F sInca H1 ∧ (¬thIncall L1H1H2 U sInca H1))∨

(F thInca L1H1H2 ∧ (¬thIncall L1H1H2 U thInca L1H1H2)))∧

F thIncall L1H1H2

p41 SF1/SF2 G (Inspiral H1 → (F thIncall L1H1))

SF3 G (Inspiral H1 → (F thIncall L1H1H2))

p42 SF1/SF2 G (Inspiral H2 → (F thIncall L1H1))

SF3 G (Inspiral H2 → (F thIncall L1H1H2))

p43 SF1 G (TmpltBank H1 → (F thIncall L1H1))

SF2 G (TmpltBank L1 → (F thIncall L1H1))

SF3 G (TmpltBank H1 → (F thIncall L1H1H2))

p44 SF1 G (TmpltBank H2 → (F thIncall L1H1))

SF3 G (TmpltBank H2 → (F thIncall L1H1H2))

Fig.9. Performance evaluation of verification time for SF1, SF2 and SF3. (a) SMCA method on SF1. (b) SMCA + CoI methods on

SF1. (c) All methods on SF1. (d) All methods on SF2. (e) All methods on SF3.

Fig.10. Performance evaluation of perk memory usage. (a) All methods on SF1. (b) All methods on SF2. (c) All methods on SF3.
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reachable states, respectively), direct verification of
these workflows with none of the compared methods
shows satisfactory performance. Based on SMCA and
COI, verification time exceeds 250 s and 500 s respec-
tively; peak memory usage exceeds 400Mb and 480Mb
respectively. Based on Dynamic and BMC, verification
time even exceeds the upper limit and peak memory as-
sumption exceeds 290Mb, 510Mb, 349Mb and 511Mb,
respectively. Poor performance of the BMC approach is
partially due to the use of the simple Mini-SAT solver.
Performance comparison between BMC and SMCA is
out of the scope of this paper.

Based on our proposed RRA approach, the verifica-
tion time is reduced to over 60 s, 160 s, 590 s and 480 s
for SF2 and SF3 in comparison with the SMCA, COI
and BMC method respectively. The peak memory us-
age is dramatically reduced to 230Mb, 196Mb, 171Mb,
and 360Mb for SF2 and 270Mb, 232Mb, 236Mb,
290Mb for SF3. Here for RRA with the Dynamic
method, the verification time for the first standard re-
gion in SF2 and SF3 still exceeds the upper limit. This
is because the Dynamic method is in essential a memo-
ry saving optimization technique which may worsen the
verification efficiency.

By applying the RRA approach, memory usage sav-
ings are guaranteed since RRA enables partial loading
and verification of grid workflows. Since state spaces
of separate regions are also reduced compared to the
global workflow, the proposed RRA approach not only
reduces verification time, but also the time for BDD op-
eration, Boolean satisfiability solving, memory opera-
tions, etc. in the real implementation of SMCA and
BMC approaches. These result in global performance
improvement for the proposed RRA approach.

7 Conclusions

In this work, We propose state Pi calculus, an ex-
tension of the existing Pi calculus for formal represen-
tation of grid services. Formalism of different activities
and control structures using state Pi calculus is imple-
mented to describe scientific workflows composed with
grid services.

Furthermore, the decomposition strategy for stan-
dard regions-based verification of grid workflows is pro-
posed to enhance the performance in the formal verifi-
cation of grid workflow correctness. The RRA approach
can effectively decompose a grid workflow into separate
standard regions with parallel branches. Consequently,
costly global reasoning of a grid workflow can be decom-
posed into light-weight local reasoning of its standard
regions, each with a reduced state space.

The approach is implemented in our GridPiAna-
lyzer, an automatic formal verification system. Detailed

experimental results show that the verification overhead
in terms of both CPU time and memory usage are dra-
matically reduced by applying our RRA approach, com-
pared with using various traditional formal verification
algorithms directly.

The disadvantages of this work is that it works
on single workflow only, without considering more on
multiple grid workflows that interact with each other.
However this problem can be overcomed by a for-
mal representation of multiple interactive workflows us-
ing state Pi calculus, with introducing more semantics
regulations.

Our ongoing work includes refinement of the Grid-
PiAnalyzer system, with the implementation of more
grid workflow verification modules, especially interac-
tive multiple workflow systems. Applying the RRA ap-
proach to more and more complex real world applica-
tions is also our future research direction.
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